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Abstract: The paper considers functioning of international transport and logistics system (TLS). With that,
investigated is the whole of logistical, functional and support subsystems of an international distribution
network consisting of units that are integrated with material and related flows in order to maximize synergy
through establishing and developing cooperation between participants of transport and logistics process.
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INTRODUCTION flow  (rail,   road,   river,  etc.)  and  telecommunications.

International Transportation and Logistics System development are creation of favorable conditions to
(TLS) is the whole of logistical, functional and support attract international and inter-regional transit flows in
subsystems of an international distribution network national and regional transport links and improvement of
consisting of units that are integrated with material and traffic in the country.
related flows in order to maximize synergy through  Both "old" and "new" ITCs have varying degrees of
establishing and developing cooperation between integration into economy of countries and regions they
participants of transport and logistics process. go through. It determines level of ITC cargo flows
International TLC is an important factor in economic involvement into regional socio-economic development
development of  regions  within   its   zone   of   influence. processes, development of international and inter-regional
It provides conditions for improving efficiency of cooperation links of economy subjects and is developed
territorial division of labor, development of international either historically or can be specified as one of ITC design
and inter-regional cooperation processes, economic parameters. By degree value one can identify two
integration of countries and regions. directions in ITC formation and development of-transit

Main elements of emerging international and national and integrating ones.
transport and logistics systems are international transport Transit direction of ITC development suggests that
routes, corridors and logistics centers, which form a they are means of direct transit of goods and services
special environment for goods transportation and storage, between countries and regions that are ITC starting point
providing conditions for reduction of goods and services and regions that are ITC end points. This development
movement period from manufacturer to consumer at trend is mainly formed in order to minimize transportation
minimum cost. Integration of regional transport system and logistics costs of goods delivery. No or poor
into international TLC gives impetus to development of development of economic relations between supplying
regional economy; it is a factor of solving its social regions, consuming regions and regions that ITC passes
problems. through, i.e., relative ITC isolation, results in minimization

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION to the value of transit fees, which is maximized when the

International Transport Corridor (ITC) is a high-tech Integrating    direction   of   development,  in  turn,
transport system where interaction of several kinds of implies achievement of the goal of maximizing indirect
transport is organized within general directions of goods effect   of  ITC  passing  through  the  region,  by  creating

The main goals and tasks of ITC formation and

of latter's in direct economic effect, reducing overall effect

maximum intensity of trade flows is reached.
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conditions for increasing opportunities of international Based on the above, formation and development of
economic relations, including trade and industrial a country's ITC  should  be  based  on  a  careful  balance
cooperation and economic integration of countries and of   interests  of   national   and    regional  economies.
regions. During design of ITC routes and cargo profile one should

It should be noted that both directions exist in ITC consider degree of openness of regional economy that
operation rather as trends. Each ITC, by the fact of its belongs to ITC, structure of their economic base,
existence itself, shapes factors for involving regional opportunities of competitiveness on international markets,
businesses into economic relations with strategic subjects focusing on common objectives of maximizing total
of the ITC through development of logistics infrastructure income derived from international transit and from higher
at international level. level of international and inter-regional economic

In general,  fact  of  ITC  passing  the  region  cannot cooperation.
be   considered   an  exceptionally  positive  phenomenon. Expansion and modernization of ITC system is of
It defines both positive and negative factors of regional particular importance for Russia. Unlike number of other
development. Among positive factors are the following: countries, Russia has transport and geographical position

Development of transport and logistics infrastructure territory as in meridional and latitudinal directions.
of the region as a condition for expansion of foreign International transport corridors system formed on the
economic relations; territory of the Russian Federation is based on system of
Development     of     logistics      services    system, Euro-Asian corridors (North-South, Trans-Siberian),
the expansion of space activities of regional logistics adopted at the Second International Euro-Asian
operators; Conference on Transport (St. Petersburg, September
Formation of a new environment for social and 2000). It includes corridors linking north-eastern
economic development of the region by entering provinces of China through Russian seaports in
international and global level in the hierarchy of Primorsky Krai with ports in Asia-Pacific, as well as
economic systems, which make it possible to obtain International Transport (Crete) corridors No. 1, 2, 9,
additional benefits for regional economic entities formally    established    at    the   Second   European
through use of advantages of international division Conference on Transport, with suggestions for their
of labor. extension    on    territory    of   Russia,   as   approved   at

Among main negative  factors  one  should  mention This, in particular, allows to create in Russia global level
in   the   first   place  increase  of  competition  level in logistics centers linking ITC to general Eurasian transit
regional  markets  through  creation  of  better  conditions transportation and logistics network that will provide
for them to enter international trade and economic boost in traffic circulation throughout Eurasian economic
structures-international trading companies, multinational space.
corporations, etc. With the overall low level of Routes of existing and emerging international
competitiveness, positions of regional producers in their transport corridors in Russia intersect with routes of other
own markets can worsen significantly. In this situation, ITCs and transportation arteries at national and regional
best opportunities are received by large export-oriented levels. These areas are of strategic importance in terms of
enterprises in the region with high level of placement of large logistics centers. Particular importance
competitiveness in product markets of strategic ITC to areas of intersection of major ITC is also associated
subjects. with definition of their status as areas of concentration

Possible negative consequences also include and    redistribution    of    international    trade   flows.
excessive specialization of region economy in types of Greatest opportunities of Russia in this respect are formed
products that are in demand in international markets. by the regions of Central, Volga and Urals federal
Result of this is the fact the development of transport districts.
infrastructure     is     subject     to    requirements of Forecast of global economy suggests that major
hyper-specialization, when goals of transport financial and trade flows in the first half of the XXI
development in the interests of inter-regional cooperation century will be focused at the USA-Europe-Far East
are sidelined. triangle. The most intensive development of trade is

that allows forming of a developed ITC system on its

the   Third   Pan-European   Conference    on  Transport.
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expected     between     Asian    and European    markets. the highway more than three times, with an adequate
[5] Over the past five years, the EU stays ahead of the increase in volume of tax revenues to federal and regional
U.S. in terms of trade with China and is China's main budgets, increasing employment in the field of road
trading partner (in 2011 turnover amounted to 567.2 billion transportation and transport infrastructure, which defines
dollars, with an increase of 18.3% over the previous year). basic parameters of economic, fiscal and social efficiency
[6] In this regard, the most important task of Russia is the of the corridor.
implementation of transport and geographical International Logistics Centers (ILCs) are a special
opportunities as a transit bridge between Europe and Far type of transportation enterprises engaged in integration
East. of logistics (information, storage and transportation)

Among them, special importance will be assigned to services at international level in course of organization of
international "Western Europe-Western China" transport full cycle of transport control. Their functioning
corridor. Its route should cross China, Kazakhstan, contributes to effective solution of a number of strategic
Russian   regions  of   the   Urals,   the   Volga   region, objectives for enhancing socio-economic development of
Central Russia and others. The project of its Russian part countries and regions of the world on the basis of special
is subject of panel discussions, including selection of organization of the transport medium, which allows to
regions the ITC route should pass. The greatest interest significantly increase speed of servicing traffic flows.
among proposed present seven options (Fig. 1). A network of international and inter-regional logistics

The best option shown at pictures as "Route 1" centers in Russia is formed in accordance with provisions
involves ITC passage from St. Petersburg passing of the Transport Strategy of the Russian Federation for
Leningrad region, Vologda Region, Kostroma region, the period up to 2030 [4] and taking into account
Kirov region, Republic of Tatarstan, Orenburg region perspectives identified in programs of the Ministry of
towards borders of Kazakhstan. In course or its Transport and the Ministry of Railways of the Russian
development and justification, taken into account was a Federation, such as "System for tracing transit containers
set of strategic indicators, including export load on the throughout the territory of the Russian Federation",
corridor, total length of the route, ITC maximum approach "Creating a segment of federal telecommunications
to market borders of the regions of Russia that are network based on VSAT technology for Russian
dynamically developing, opportunities of economic transport market", creation of information and analytical
development of Russian territories in the area of the database for cluster of transport sectors, etc. The first
corridor. objects of created network of logistics centers are located

Formation of this ITC and launching of its Russian in St. Petersburg, Moscow and Rostov-on-Don.
section from St. Petersburg to Kazakhstan, according to The most important directions that ensure
optimal route option will increase traffic in 2025 in the implementation of joint international transport corridors
segment of road freight transport in the regions related to and logistics centers should be:

Fig. 1: Alternative routes of "Western Europe -Western China" international transport corridor
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Overall development of major transport hubs located CONCLUSIONS
in existing international transport corridors;
Development of strategic seaports, airports and Main     backbone    objects   of   planned   transport
railway junctions at borders; and logistics   system   in   Republic  of  Tatarstan is
Increasing competitiveness  and   transit  possibilities "Western Europe-Western China" international transport
of Russian inland waterways; corridor part of which will pass through the region and
Creation   of   a   network   of   distribution   centers Sviyaga multi-modal logistics center (MMLC) under
formed   on   the   basis   of    aircraft    hubs   and construction, which will accommodate considerable
airports in the largest cities of the Russian volumes of international transport as well.
Federation; Estimates of direct and indirect effect of operation of
Development of large domestic transport centers "Western Europe-Western China" ITC showed that for
located at international transport corridors, as well as Republic of Tatarstan, direct economic effect in the first
in centers of the federal and regional significance year of its operation will be approximately 1.5 billion
that, due to geographical location and existing rubles.  With  average  growth  rate  of  this  indicator  of
transport links, can qualify for multi-modal centers 1.5-3.5% during the first 5 years of the ITC, amount of
[4]. direct effect for the city would be approximately 1.7 billion

Overall, operational experience of international at preserved level (or slight development of) associated
transport corridors and logistics centers shows that they road infrastructure will be:  after   one   year   of   operation
enhance effectiveness of inter-regional and international -3.3 billion  rubles,  after  five   years   -3.4 billion   rubles.
economic relations of enterprises in the region due to Total annual economic effect of ITC passing territory of
choice of optimal routes, improving quality of logistics Republic of Tatarstan will be approximately 4.7-4.9 billion
services and reducing their cost. Creation of a reasonable rubles, which is 0.32 to 0.34% of its gross regional product
system of ITCs and ILCs ensures increased capital in 2012. 
turnover as result of significant savings in transaction The made calculations show that expected direct and
costs, received as result of involving trade flows into indirect economic impact from operating Sviyaga MMLC
transportation system, where transport efficiency is in 2020 for Republic of Tatarstan will be about 6.5 billion
higher due to lower specific transportation costs and rubles. Thus, expected total annual contribution of ITC
significant acceleration of goods  traffic,  achieved  die  to and MMLC into economic development of the region at
a better organization. the end of  the  decade  will  be  11  to  12  billion  rubles,

Experience in assessing influence of TLS on which corresponds to 0.7 to 0.8% of gross regional
development of regional economy shows [2] that use of product of the Republic in 2012. 
logistic systems leads to reduction in transportation costs
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